BRAVE NEW WORLD: WHAT IS MODERN INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE?

Marriott Hotel, The Hague
2 December 2023
Technology and AI in Practice: Impacts on Current and Future Investigations and Trials

Time: 9:30 - 11.00
As international justice has seen the incredible investigation tools built on AI and advanced technology, what does that mean for the humans who are expected to use it in building a case, challenging a case, or even in the bench in rendering decisions? What are the most recent advancements, and how can we expect to see them used in the current and future proceedings?

Rapidly Advancing Justice: The future 'now' as seen in International Courts, Mechanisms, and Accountability Initiatives

Time: 11:30 - 13:00
Considering the rapid response to build accountability mechanisms for Ukraine, the increasing use of universal jurisdiction to seek justice crimes committed in, for example, Syria and Myanmar, and other advancing initiatives in The Gambia and elsewhere, this panel will look to how new institutions, bodies, and processes are being used to see the future of international justice in play today.

Future Lawfare and Strategic Litigation: Do changing times mean changing crimes?

Time: 14:30 - 16:00
Ecocide, financial crimes, cyber-attacks and aggression are discussed in the public sphere daily, but what actual possibilities exist in the Courts and Tribunals to deal with these crimes? What are the ‘crimes of the century’ in this century, how do modern needs and vernacular impact charging, and what will it all mean for the practitioners who guard fair trial rights?
Venue
Marriott Hotel
Johan de Wittlaan 30
2517 JR
The Hague
The Netherlands
Information and directions are available here.

Language
The Conference will be conducted in English, and no interpretation will be available.

Fees
Excluding Lunch:
Full - €50.00
Students - €40.00
Unpaid Interns - €40.00

Including Lunch:
Full - €70.00
Students - €60.00
Unpaid Interns - €60.00

Members of the ADC-ICT are entitled to receive a discount of 25%.

Membership
If you would like to become a member of the ADC-ICT and gain all membership benefits, including reduced fees for conferences and training events please visit the ADC-ICT website at: http://www.adc-ict.org/membership.

Photography
The Conference and Annual Party may be photographed and/or filmed and some of this content may be used for future ADC-ICT Communications. If you do not wish to be featured in any of these materials, please contact the ADC-ICT Head Office.

Registration
Please register online by Friday 24 November 2023 at http://www.adc-ict.org/annualconference and make payment by credit card, Paypal or direct bank transfer.

Registration includes:
- Attendance at all conference sessions;
- Access to any materials submitted by the speakers
- Tea and coffee during breaks;
- Invitation to the Drinks Reception.

Payment
Payment will be made online when reserving tickets.

Cancellation
If you are unable to attend after paying the registration fee, unfortunately there will be no refund but you may transfer to another individual by contacting the ADC-ICT Head Office.
09:25 – 09:30  WELCOME  
Kate Gibson, President, ADC-ICT

09:30 – 11:00  TECHNOLOGY AND AI IN PRACTICE

Jason Antley, Moderator
María de Arcos Tejerizo, Associate, Pérez-Llorca  
*Digital Evidence and Fair Trial Rights at the International Courts and Tribunals*
Jeanne Sulzer, International Human Rights Lawyer, Impact Litigation, Law Lecturer, Sciences Po and Head of International Justice Commission Amnesty International France  
*Technological Solutions for Universal Jurisdiction Cases*
Chelsea Quilling, Cybersecurity Researcher  
*The Future of Digital Evidence Authentication at the ICC*

11:00 – 11:30  BREAK

11:30 – 13:00  RAPIDLY ADVANCING JUSTICE

Annie O'Reilly, Moderator
Gabrielle McIntyre, former Chairperson, Seychelles' Truth, Reconciliation and National Unity Commission and Chef de Cabinet, ICTY and IRMCT  
*The Truth, Reconciliation and National Unity Commission, Seychelles - the grant of amnesty*
Sir Howard Morrison KC, former judge, ICTY and ICC  
*Challenges of Seeking Justice in Ukraine*
Evelyn Anoya, International Consultant, TAG International and Adjunct Professor, DePaul College of Law  
*TBC*
Aarif Abraham, Barrister, Doughty Street Chambers  
*Failure of State Responsibility and Citizens As the Agents of Accountability: Case studies: Uyghurs (China), Ukraine (Special Tribunal), Syria/Iraq (Yazidis)*

13:00 – 14:30  LUNCH

14:30 – 16:00  FUTURE LAWFARE AND STRATEGIC LITIGATION

Marie O'Leary, Moderator
Kate Mackintosh, Executive Director of the Promise Institute for Human Rights at the UCLA School of Law, former co-chair of the Independent Expert Panel for the Legal Definition of Ecocide  
*The Crime of Ecocide*
Sara Kulic, Faculty Governance and Global Affairs, University of Leiden  
*The persistence of organised crime in post-Caliphate Iraq: A case of crime-terror convergence?*
Lily Zanjani, The Hague University  
*International justice system in pursuit of navigating contemporary legal challenges of cybernetic warfare - A glance into ICL and IHL’s evolved responsivity towards Autonomous Weapon Systems*